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14D Around Shangri-la：Hailuogou Kangding
Xinduqiao Daocheng Yading Danba
Mt.Siguniang
Tour Code：CTU14A

High Light：
Hailuogou National
Glacier Forest Park
Hailuogou (Conch Gully)
National Glacier Forest
Park is located on the
eastern side of Gonggar
Mountain in Luding County
of Tibetan Autonomous
Prefecture of Garze,
Sichuan Province。
The park boasts many geographic attractions, including ancient glaciers, grand glacier cascade, virgin
forests, wild animals and hot springs, etc.

Kangding Love Song--Mugecuo：
Kangding, the city was once immortalized in a folk song entitled "Kangding Qing Ge ( 康定情歌)"
or "Kangding Love Song," which was recently popularized by pop singers William So and A Mei.
Mugecuo, It is the largest mountain lake in the area of 2000 meters above sea level in northwestern
Sichuan. It is about 5 kilometers long, 1.5 kilometers wide, covering an area of 3.2 square kilometers. The
deepest part of the lake is 70 meters. The mountains around the lake are covered with thick poplars and
redwoods. Looking as far as the eyes can see, you can see the Tibetan antelope, wild buffalo, deer, bear
and wolf playing in the forest and in the pond.

Photographer's paradise : Xinduqiao
A small town located 437km west to Chengdu and 83km west of Kangding, at the separating point of the
North and South Sichuan-Tibet highway, with Ganze in the northwest and Litang in the west.

The town itself is nothing more than a stopover but the area between Zheduoshan and Xinduqiao
features plateau pasture scenery of rolling chain of mountains, river valleys dotted with poplars,
grassland, Tibetan villages.
It's renowned as "The Paradise of Photographers", offering stunning views, especially in the autumn.

The Lost Horizontal：Daocheng Yading

Yading, the 'Shangri-La' discovered by Joseph Rock in 1928, is renowned for the 3 holy peaks, which were
blessed in the 8th century by Buddha Padmasambhava of projecting his divine light onto the range and
naming the 3 elevations after 3 bodhisattvas.

The Tibetan-Gyarong style buildings and Beauty Valley:
Danba is a small county in the mountain valley whose residents are Gyarong Tibetans, or farmers living in
a mild climate. Located cast of the Tibetan Plateau in western Sichuan, with its green mountains and
waters, birds and flowers, is the most brilliant pearl of Kantse.

Danba men are strong and the women are pretty, special in Badi for the Beauty Valley. Stone castles as
Thousands Watchtowers of Kingdom with it's various Gyarong folk residence as Jiaju for it famous.
In Danba, the girl is very pretty, and every year holds the Beauty Festivals. Special in Qiongshan village
(No.1, 2, 3), Badi township, 26Km to Zhanggu town (county seat), there is a Be auty Valley.

Mt. Siguniang Shan

Itinerary:
D1: SINCTU/Hailuogou 5Hrs (L/D)
Assemble at Singapore Changi International Airport for your flight to Chengdu. Upon arrival, transfer to Hailuogou.
D2:Hailuogou(B/L/D)
Hailuogou Glacier Forest Park, located in the famous mountains in China Eastern Slope, is a 30.7 km long
valley glaciers, visit the area about 200 square kilometers. Hailuogou its unique characteristics and different
from our four well-known scenic spot of all. Glaciers on Earth, almost all found in the Antarctic region away from
human settlements. The remaining very small part, though found in all latitudes, but mostly in the cold, high
altitude, making it difficult to reach people.
Hailuogou glaciers at about 1600 years ago, called the modern geo logy glaciers. It is the largest one Gongga
mountain glaciers, 14.2 km long, the end of 6 km into the forest zone, but also form a symbiotic glaciers and
forests must view.

D3: Hailuogou/Kangding/Mugecuo 4.5+1Hrs (B/L/D)
After breakfast, transfer to Kangding. Kangding's popularity as a tourist destination stems primarily from the fact
that it is about as close as you can come to experiencing Tibet—without the difficulty of actually going there. The
township is populated mainly by Han Chinese and people of Tibetan ancestry, at a ratio of around 50:50. Scenery in
surrounding areas, grasslands, snow-capped mountains, glaciers, hot springs and red-cheeked horsemen will give
a pretty authentic experience.

D4: Kangding/Jiulong

7Hrs (B/L/D)

A relatively untraveled area to the south west of Kangding is the mountainous Jiulong county. It is only six hours
drive (250km) on the daily bus from Kangding along a nice vice road, but few westerners come this way. It's a pity
because Jiulong has some of the best alpine scenery in Sichuan. The main attractions are the alpine lakes of
Wuxu Hai and Lieta Hu, the yeti 'Wild Man' temple (Yeren Miao) and the massive 3000 metre deep gorge of the
Yalong river that forms the western border of Jiulong with the equally remote Muli county. Jiulong is also a
fascinating melting pot of Tibetan, Pumi and Yi cultures as well as a few Han Chinese.

D5: Jiulong/Xinduqiao (1+4.5 Hrs) (B/L/D)
After breakfast, depart from Kangding via photographic’s paradise Xinduqiao, along the concept of Jiulong unique
style ancient towers, long birch road. Climb the mountain Jichou to the Riluku grassland. Arrival Jiulong Town.
Jiulong is our only way to Sichuan and Yunnan Tea Horse Road. Unique ethnic customs, Sichuan Province is a
unique multi-ethnic culture Exposition. Next check in hotel.
D6: Xinduqiao/Yajiang 6 Hrs (B/L/D)
Today's wonderful trip in Xinduqiao, photographic’s paradise here in Tibet line north and south fork junction is a
picturesque paradise. Magical light, vast grasslands, winding creeks, golden tree, rolling hills, Tibetan villages
scattered across the meantime, cattle and sheep graze peacefully ...... western Sichuan plain beautiful scenery
blossom. This is the Xinduqiao, fascinating "Lights and Shadows of the World".
D7:Yajiang/Daocheng
9 Hrs (B/L/D)
After breakfast, tour with Jay Bon Temple and ZhujieTemple., after lunch visit Daocheng Ru Buchaca hot spring
source .afternoon toward to Lungi Ling temple, Chitu valley beautiful scenery along the way, about 110 km from
Daocheng to Shangri-la village.

Zhujie Temple: With Zhujie Temple about 15 km away from Daocheng, secluded foothills, far away from the
road, is known for its frescoes. With Zhujie Temple is famous for two reasons: First, the Buddha Tooth Relic
Temple in possession Phagmodrupa is called "Tibetan treasures"; Second, there are more than 2000 white
chicken, there are other squirrels, hedgehogs, grouse and other wild animals. Visitors can hand make wild barley
cheerful white chicken pecking at your hands; here, how harmony between man and nature is.
Bon Bo Temple is the oldest temple in Daocheng, now has 900 years of history, is the White Sect of
Tibetan Buddhism temples, Temple rushing to take the momentum Kamiyama, captures the aura of snow, Built
along rock and mountain. From afar, the red tile, Cooper cupola, prayer flags fluttering in the distant snow
mountains, near the forest of stone and reflected, with a mysterious beauty. Rock on the mountain, there are
many ancient petroglyphs and practice of the cave, which has a piece of ancient text, is all 钦松巴 Karmapa •
nosebleed personally with their written thousands of years, no one can break its meaning. 1999 Tibet monk Kung
Temple Buddha to benzene wave finally opened the secret. This Tibetan means: "I traveled to Kham, here is the
most beautiful place."
D8: Daocheng/Yading 3 Hrs (B/L/D)
Yading, the 'Shangri-La' discovered by Joseph Rock in 1928, is renowned for the 3 holy peaks, which were blessed
in the 8th century by Buddha Padmasambhava of projecting his divine light onto the range and naming the 3
elevations after 3 bodhisattvas. Daocheng County, visit the Nature Reserve of Yading, View the sunrise.Along the
river valley and enjoy the terracotta paradise-like village of Tibetan architecture,
the concept of acres of poplar park (this is a good place for photography, many poplar photo sina forums are shot
here, when you come back from here can not let go of Yading).dial abundant experience in turning barrels, swim to
the Shangri-La first Aden Nature Reserve.

D9:Yading/Daocheng (Three Holy Mountain) 3 Hrs (B/L/D)
Yading, the 'Shangri-La' discovered by Joseph Rock in 1928, is renowned for the 3 holy peaks, which were blessed
in the 8th century by Buddha Padmasambhava of projecting his divine light onto the range and naming the 3
elevations after 3 bodhisattvas.
The south peak Jambeyang (or Jampelyang, Yangmaiyong) of 5,958m is the avatar of Manjushri, the Bodhisattva
of Wisdom. The east peak Chanadorje (or Xianuoduoji) of the same height represents Vajrapani, the Bodhisattva
of Wrath. The,north peak Chenresig (or Chenrezig, Xiannairi ) of 6,032m, the highest of the trio, symbolizes
Avalokiteshvara, the Bodhisattva of Mercy.
The 3 peaks are the patron saint of the Tibetan. It's said that if a Tibetan pilgrimage to the shrine 3 times in life, he
can be blessed with all he desires. Therefore, pilgrimage to this holy range is a long -cherished wish of each
Tibetan.
Let the heart of methotrexate with holy water, enjoy indulging in fantasy land, on your way return in afternoon, you
can visits local family in beautiful serene village.

D10: Yajiang/Tagong Grassland/Danba 7-8Hrs

(B/L/D)

After breakfast departure to Danba, Picturesque views of the Tagong grasslands, to commemorate the Panchen
Lama and the construction of the monument made of pure gold and the famous Tagong Temple.lhakang (temple
dedicated to Princess Wencheng to Tibet when leaving like Buddha under, after that, on your way you also enjoy the
cannon snow mountain, scenic views of the East Valley ect.

D11: Danba/Mt.Siguniang(B/L/D)
After breakfast,proceed to Mt. Siguniang.Upon arrival,visit Changping Valley.

D12:Mt.Siguniang/Maerkang
Visit Shuangqiao Valley, Proceed to Jinchuan visit Diaolou.

D13: Maerkang/Taoping Qiang Village/Chengdu (B/L/D)
After breakfast, coach to Chengdu. On the way, visit Taoping Qiang Village. Upon arrival to visit Board Narrow
Alley. Being in the list of Chengdu Historical and Cultural Protection Project, Broad and Narrow Alley is composed of
broad alley, narrow alley and across alleys, among which, there are a lot of traditional courtyards, or Siheyuan.
Some very old alleys in Chengdu where some important people had lived. The courtyards among the alleys were
developed pretty well with the development of Qing Dynasty.

D14: ChengduSingapore（B）
After breakfast, visit Giant Panda Research Center. Follow by shopping on Chunxi Street. where all the biggest
malls in Chengdu are located, until transfer to airport flight back to Singapore.

Remark:
1) Travel through the place mainly Tibetan food. Most of Chinese meal transported from Chengdu and other
places to go, the high prices.
Scenic just developed, long distances, pristine nature, economic backwardness, honest, wherever is
known as the "last Shangri Pull ", the scenery is quite beautiful.
2) The sequence of the tour programme may be re-arranged by the local tour operators as deemed
necessary or when there is a re-schedule of the domestic flights. Any discrepancies in information please
refer to Chinese itinerary.

3) The tours are not entitled for any refund or substitution for the missed tour programmes due to
weather condition.
4) No shopping, no additional tour.

Include:
1) Meals as per itinerary.13N accommodation. Entrance ticket as per itinerary.
Exclude:
1) Personal expenses
2) Travel Insurance
3) Tipping for tour guide and driver $140/pax. Tipping for Tour leader $42/pax.

